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to Adana and Alexandretta in one direction and to Mer-
sina and Karaman in the other.
Turkish roads are placed by the government into three
classes: (a) those which connect the capital of a vilayet
with the nearest port or railway station, such highways
to have a width of five meters; (&) those which join the
capitals of vilayets, these to have a width of four meters;
and (c) those which connect the chief towns of the kazas
with one another, with other highways, or with harbors
or railways. Forced labor on the road may be required
of the inhabitants of the vilayet by the vali (governor).
Notwithstanding this legislation, neither has the forced
labor produced unsatisfactory results, nor have the roads
been kept in repair. Frequently, the fields are traversed
in preference. Recognizing the deficiencies, in consulta-
tion with the War Department the Ottoman Minister of
Public Works ten years ago issued a report (a copy
of which is in the possession of the author), which laid
out a program of public roads to be constructed within
a period of nine years. The total mileage under consid-
eration was 9,711 kilometers, of which 3,447 kilometers
were in need of repair, 3,238 kilometers were being main-
tained by continual repairs, and 3,026 kilometers should
be newly constructed. Shortly before the War, arrange-
ments were made with French construction companies
to undertake a part of this work. But the world conflict
caused the program to be abandoned; moreover, these
contracts have not been renewed.
In their present condition, few Turkish roads are even
possible for automobiles. Latest estimates are that there
are one thousand automotive pleasure cars and trucks
(mostly the former) in Constantinople and not over two
hundred in the rest of the country. Most of these were
left, first by German, then by Allied military forces upon
their departure: the importations have resulted from
military stores. True to form, the Ford ear is the most

